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LETTER FROM OUR FIRM DIRECTOR

LETTER FROM OUR FACULTY ADVISOR

Inigo Communications has proudly held the title of Chicago’s first and
only student-run communications agency for five years. Over these years,
we have expanded our brand outreach and recruited staff powered by a
diverse student body. We have created 172 total deliverables, worked with
21 clients and housed a staff of 229 students.

Pushing past limits, learning and growing – that’s what Inigo does. This spring,
our staff of 32, the largest team ever, engaged with our six diverse clients, the
most we’ve ever served in one semester. The experience, which was busy,
fun, and certainly chaotic at times, reinforced for us the importance of solid
processes and clear communication.

This semester, we welcomed our largest staff roster in Inigo history. In
addition to that, we also doubled our client roster to six clients, the most
Inigo has ever taken on. After igniting conversations with our clients, we
found optimal ways for them to reach their goals. For the first time since the
pandemic began, we visited our clients’ offices in-person. This experience
allowed us to gain more insight into how we could tailor our deliverables to
their needs. Our multifaceted teams sparked innovative ideas and explored
opportunities to advance our clients’ brands. With students specializing
in animation, videography, media writing and more, we expanded our
capabilities and reached new client industries. This year, our work was
awarded the 2022 Advertising Award and the 2022 Public Relations Award
by Loyola University Chicago’s School of Communication.

United and Avionos, our two longest-standing clients, continue to let us build
on the work of prior semesters and refine our approach. Their trust in Inigo
and their commitment to education are a true gift. We are forever grateful.

To propel Inigo towards success, we optimized our Corporate
Communications team by dividing our coordinators into
four focus areas. This allowed us to expand our student
recruitment outreach, promote the agency externally, host
events for the surrounding community and refine our
financial operations. Next semester, we are expanding
our Creative and PR/Media teams into Creative
Copywriting, Creative Design and Public
Relations teams. This will allow us to
provide more specialized services to
our clients and oversee our internal
processes.

Another client with a noble mission, Orchard Village will forever have a
special place in our hearts as the workplace of our own 2018-2019
Inigo alumna, Liz Schwarting. This spring marked the first
time one of our former staff members hired Inigo!

The grand event for this semester was
our Five-Year Anniversary Celebration.
During the event, we debuted our Five-Year
Anniversary video that showcased students
from each semester and narrated the
progress Inigo Communications has
made over the years. The relationships
we built with our alumni laid the
foundation of an enriching network
of connections that will drive
us forward in our future
professional endeavors.

To guide us on our journey, many mentors and
alumni shared their time and passion for the
industry. The networking is real! A giant THANK
YOU to all the professionals who nurture,
encourage and inspire the Inigo
learning laboratory.

Back for a second semester, the Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce gives us
a unique perspective on how membership organizations work. Much of what
we’ve learned working with the Chamber has transferred to our work with our
new client, Social Responsibility Chicago, another member-based organization.
What is there to say about Guatemala Mission Coffee besides: great coffee,
even greater mission! It warms the soul to work on behalf of an
organization that does such good in the world.

As an organization, we continue to improve. Our
video production abilities reached a new high,
which both benefitted our clients and boosted
the caliber of our final showcase event. We strive
daily to work better together and are forever
tinkering with new agendas, meeting styles,
governance and operational processes.

Cheryl McPhilimy

Mandy Lucci
INIGO COMMUNICATIONS
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Inigo prides itself upon being
Chicago’s first and only studentrun communications agency. In the
beginning, Inigo was only a trailblazing
idea. Our faculty advisor, Cheryl
McPhilimy, sat down with Loyola’s
School of Communication and
started the dialogue around creating
a communications firm entirely run
by students. Cheryl and a group of
enterprising students began laying the
foundations of the agency in Spring
2017. They created the unprecedented
spirit of Inigo that remains today,
establishing everything from the
agency’s name and identity to its
mission and internal structures.
By the Fall of 2017, Inigo signed on
its first three clients. Since then, the
agency has taken on 21 different
clients and produced unique, highquality work pertaining to diverse
industries. We have taken on a variety
of projects, ranging from social media
content calendars and brand audits to

media kits and video campaigns. The
members of Inigo continually show a
commitment to our clients that ensures
every ambition of theirs becomes a
reality. This is how we’ve earned mentor
relationships with Chicago agencies,
Golin and Edelman, won the Future
Founder Start-Up of the Year Award
in 2018 and landed client mentions in
Forbes and the New York Times.
This year we celebrated Inigo’s
fifth anniversary. That is to say, we
celebrated ten successful semesters of
strategizing, growing, creating, serving
our clients and building relationships.
Inigo is powered by Loyola’s best
and brightest, students from different
backgrounds and experience levels
who have become the newest faces
in the communications industry. Our
outstanding work has proven that we
are more than a student-run agency,
we are a fresh force ready to take on
challenges in the ever-evolving
world of communications.

CLIENTS

ABOUT INIGO
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Avionos is a B2B e-commerce
marketing firm that provides
innovative digital strategies and
solutions to businesses looking to
enhance their performance.

United Airlines is a leader in
the airline industry that serves
millions of passengers yearly with
domestic and international flights.

Orchard Village empowers individuals
with developmental disabilities by
providing requested housing, jobs,
education and recreation through the
generosity of its donors.

A coffee distributor with a cause, Guatemala
Mission Coffee is a non-profit organization
focused on fostering equity in Guatemala by
donating 100% of its profits to educational
scholarships and humanitarian projects.

The Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce is a
non-profit organization that serves as the unified
voice for businesses in the area. The Chamber
leads Chicago’s business community through
networking, leadership and advocacy.

INIGO COMMUNICATIONS
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Social Responsibility Chicago provides
a platform for business and community
leaders to have meaningful discussions
about social responsibility and generating
a positive impact on the world.
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Short Form Videos
Social Media Guide

Breakroom GIFs
In order to emphasize appropriate safety practices,
Coordinators Mariana Chavez-Jimenez and Yesenia
under-the-wing employees the importance of safety
and injury prevention.

For the second deliverable, Jacqueline Southwell
and Nola Pateneude collaborated to assemble a
social media guide that enables the Department
of Safety and Compliance (DASC) to improve their
Instagram. In this guide, the Coordinators discussed
social media recommendations, brand voice, visual
guidelines, general account takeaways and recommendations for immediate next steps.

the breakroom, where the short-form videos will be
showcased. In the videos, the students were able
to talk with many employees about their different
job positions and why working safely is important
to them. Promoting safe working conditions through
the slogan ‘Safety: I own it.’ was one of the main
goals of this deliverable.
After collecting footage at the enlightening trip to
ty concepts and procedures. All under a minute with
minimal audio, these videos are perfect to showcase
on Instagram Reels, TikTok, and play in the breakrooms for all safety employees to be reminded why
safety is so important.

it.’, and others thank employees for their hard work
and dedication to safety. Beyond following procesafe environment for their workers and greatly appreciates their hard work.

ed’s social media, along with captions. These graphics cover a range of topics from safety gear to
thanking employees for their hard work.
The main goal of this deliverable was to remind emwork can be physically tiring but avoiding shortcuts
and sticking to safe practices is always important.

INIGO COMMUNICATIONS
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Inigo conducted three interviews covering the Chamber’s different business sectors and
developed into written testimonials for social media accompanied by videos of the interviews.

Healthcare Testimonial

The Healthcare Testimonial has an interview
with Teresa Garate, the Senior Vice President
of Strategic Partnerships and Engagement at
The Gateway Foundation. Working with prominent leaders gives incredible insight into the
background that makes a company work and
what guidance is needed from a business leader like the Chamber. A separate set of questions was created for each testimonial to understand the wide range of work the Chamber
can do for different clients. The videos are all
created to fit the same format and each written
testimonial is filled with quotes. Personal testimony is effective for client growth because
prospective audiences will be interested to
hear what current and successful clients have
received.
INIGO COMMUNICATIONS

General Campaign Testimonial

Inigo also created a testimonial for the general prospective clients to show anyone can
participate and no matter what the business is,
membership is worth it. An advocate for Prison
Fellowship, Natika Washington, made a point
to encourage everyone to get their companies
involved. The written and video testimonials
highlight the opportunities and specific reasons people join the Chamber. Each testimonial has a different audience with the intention
of gaining more clients with quotes and personal accounts of why the Chamber’s services
should be used.

Financial Testimonial

One of the companies the Chamber works with
is Adesso Capital and an executive marketer,
Kathy Quinn, shared her positive experiences
and passion for the work she does with the
Chamber. For the interview, a set of questions
about what it is like to be in the financial group
at the Chamber, what the benefits are and why
people should join was creates. Then, a trip to
the Chamber’s offices kickstarted the process
of interviewing, writing and editing videos to
post to social media sites to garner attention
for prospective clients.

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT - SPRING 2022
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Newsletter Templates
and Fact Sheet

TECH IN THE CITY

Building a Thriving Chicago Tech Ecosystem

Speaker Name

Speaker Name
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Speaker Name

Brand Style Guide
Following the brand’s refresh, Social
Responsibility Chicago wanted to
develop its brand’s personality with
clarity and consistency in mind. Inigo
worked to align Social Responsibility
Chicago’s values, mission, brand
purpose, logo, brand colors and
typography in one cohesive brand style
guide in order to paint a clear and
consistent reference point for the brand.
Inigo created new versions of Social
Responsibility Chicago’s logo and
expanded upon its color palette as well.
The guide also highlights how to utilize
certain typography in print materials and
online publications.

The brand style guide will help Social
Responsibility Chicago standardize its
branding and help maintain brand
personality and tone across all
platforms.

Content Calendar
and Social Media

Social Responsibility Chicago heavily
relies on LinkedIn and Twitter as its
primary social media accounts and
uses the two to connect with its
community and keep members and
stakeholders in the loop about
upcoming events. In order to create
more consistency following its brand
refresh, Inigo assembled a content calendar that delegated times for Twitter
and LinkedIn content to be posted from
May through July. In order to
create more consistency following its
brand refresh, Inigo assembled a
content calendar that delegated times
for Twitter and LinkedIn content to be
posted from May through July. This
calendar worked to systematize its
posting schedule to help reliably

Rovid utem. Nequame
ne modiGa. Ihiclupta

March 29, 2022
8:30 - 9:30 AM

Zoom

or address

CSR leaders Raissa Correa of CNA and Steven Shaw of Verizon will walk
you through their career paths and the lessons they learned along the way.
Moderated by Michelle Mahoney,
Director of Social Impact, Leo Burnett
An interactive Q&A will follow the discussion.

Registration is free for Social Responibility Members and $25 for non-members.

disseminate event information,
increasing event awareness and
attendance. In order to solidify Social
Responsibility Chicago’s brand
personality across both social
platforms, Inigo also created easily
recognizable social media templates.
Each template focused on unique
messages including event
announcements, appreciation for
members and attendees and main
takeaways from main gatherings.

Social Responsibility Chicago is
highly communicative yet needed a more
efficient and standardized way to
communicate to different audiences.
Inigo addressed this concern by
creating three separate newsletter
templates. The newsletters
encourage active members to maximize
their membership benefits, motivate
potential members to enroll and urge
alumni speakers to engage with the
organization. In addition, the fact sheet
serves to inform unfamiliar audiences
and highlight the organization’s values
and mission. Both the newsletter
templates and fact sheet will allow Social
Responsibility Chicago to make better
use of the organization’s customer
relationship management (CRM)
system while targeting specific
stakeholder groups.
Social Responsibility Chicago Fact Sheet
Overview
Social Responsibility Chicago was founded nearly ﬁfty years ago as
Corporate Social Responsibility Group of Greater Chicago, it’s a
membership based business collective which hosts over 60 member
organizations comprised of corporations, non-proﬁts and individuals in
various market sectors. SRC functions as a platform for member
organizations to build connections, discuss social and environmental
trends, provide leadership in advancing social initiative and ultimately
work towards building a stronger, smarter city and planet.

Mission
Social Responsibility Chicago understands the social initiatives and pressing issues which play an
increasingly large hand in shaping our industries, society and planet, and is the nexus by which a
diverse member base can guide that hand. SRC seeks to broaden and create meaning in member’s
perspectives with an eclectic and enriching network, which emphasizes the voice of the community
and brings it into collaboration with Chicago’s leading brands. A board of directors with diverse
career and personal backgrounds provides problem-solving and collaborative leadership in a world
that is rapidly changing and more tightly intertwined than ever.

Network
Social Responsibility Chicago boasts 61 member organizations and individuals who belong to
governmental, corporate and non-proﬁts sectors. SRC understands that a diverse network fosters
community understanding, innovation and adaptability. SRC is host to brands such as Microsoft,
McDonalds, Habitat for Humanity, American Red Cross and dozens of other leading organizations
which are equally diverse, optimistic and committed to making a better planet.

Operating Programs
Breakfast Speaker Series
• A monthly series in which a key leader is invited to address societal impacts on local,
national and international levels
Lunchtime Community Conversations
• A monthly lunchtime community conversation series, featuring members of the
Chicagoland business and nonproﬁt communities. These presentations and conversations provide
insight into social responsibility and impact programs that are serving the people of Chicagoland.
Demystifying Social Impact Careers – Navigating & Unlocking Opportunities
• Social impact leaders provide insights, guide discussions and give a behind-the-scenes
look at their professions

INIGO COMMUNICATIONS
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After a deep dive into the company
history and some intensive digging through
the brand’s existing web pages, the Inigo team
created a mission page that would establish and
convey Guatemala Mission Coffee’s aesthetic,
language and values, while utilizing and
respecting the brand’s present brand history.

website Mockup
For Guatemala Mission Coffee’s first
deliverable, Inigo worked closely with the
brand representative, David, to create a
mission website that would reflect the
brand’s values, goals and achievements
thus far in a single, cohesive page.

T he new page, built from the realized
achievements, mission work and brand agenda
would serve as a foundation for the company’s
continued digital presence, and amplified a
voice which seeks to serve the communities of
Guatemala and provide a great product in the
process.

Brand style guide

With the mission site revamp in tow, the
next Inigo project was to create a brand style
guideline. Guatemala Mission Coffee did not
yet have a brand image which was consistent
across all platforms, products or imagery.

The PR team crafted a guide for language
that would expand the mission’s capacity for
giving, refine the product image and uplift
the dignity of the people Guatemala Mission
Coffee is serving. The Creative team created
a logo for the brand that can be utilized on
any scale, from an Instagram profile pic to the
label on a bag of coffee.In addition to a
singular logo, they created a color palette by
which the brand could identify itself in the
basest of visual communications, further
reinforcing a new brand image.

Social Media Audit
What resulted was an audit/guide which
entailed post Instagram templates for different
platforms, video and photo content outlines,
as well as a variety of post ideas for the brand
to use in their own vision in the future. The
guide served as a culmination of Inigo’s work
with the client, integrating ideas and
guidelines from all of the prior deliverables
in a fashion which was cohesive and singular.
Inigo researched the most consistent strategies
for online engagement, and paid close
attention to what other notable coffee brands
were doing on the web and leveraged the
client’s particular advantages against its
competitors.

The Creative and PR teams set to work,
creating an identity for the coffee brand that
consolidated and further developed its
existing personality by establishing a singular
font, color palette, tone, purpose and rhetoric
by which the brand can communicate itself
across a variety of platforms in the future.

INIGO COMMUNICATIONS

The final deliverable cemented a foundation
by which Guatemala Mission Coffee could
continue to pave the way for its digital
identity in the social media sphere. Rather
than produce direct content for the brand,
Inigo created a document which at once
functions as both an audit and a guide for
Guatemala Mission Coffee to establish itself
on social media.

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT - SPRING 2022
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Orchard Village came to Inigo wanting to increase engagement on social media,
elevate its impact on social platforms, increase the reach of the organization’s
messages and generate awareness of Orchard Village’s Blossom Gala event.
Orchard Village Content Calendar

Orchard Village Brand & Social Audit

Orchard Village Press Release & Media List

Inigo created the March 2022 social media
content calendar for Orchard Village, tailoring
content to promote Orchard Village’s 50th
anniversary, their 35th annual Blossom Gala and
other events relevant to the organization. The
team created five captions for social media
posts for the first two weeks of March, focusing
on using person-first language and building
community ties. Alongside the content
calendar, Inigo created five graphic social media
templates for the posts. The posts targeted an
audience of potential donors with Orchard
Village’s message of integrity and responsibility
to encourage viewers to support their cause.

Inigo provided Orchard Village with a brand audit
to better reach new donors as well as differentiate
itself from local competitors. By executing a
comprehensive analysis of Orchard Village’s online
presence and its competitors’ presence, Inigo was
able to produce recommendations and strategies for
improving its website and social media pages. These
recommendations focused on Orchard Village’s
future expansion, as well as ensuring its branding
continued to engage its community. The content
and language suggestions aimed to better portray
how Orchard Village is a people-centric organization
with an important cause and strong ties to its
community.

To generate awareness about Orchard Village’s
50th anniversary celebration and upcoming
35th annual Blossom Gala, Inigo created a press
release and updated the organization’s media
contact list. This content highlighted the 50
years of dedication Orchard Village has shown
its community and its impact. The press release
included brief information about the different
activities throughout the gala as well Orchard
Village’s overall mission, with the goal being
to expand its brand awareness. The media list
consisted of journalists and bloggers interested
in Orchard Village’s cause who could expand the
organization’s network and spread news about
its upcoming events.

We empower people with developmental disabilities to
achieve fulfilling lives in their communities
7660 Gross Point Road, Skokie IL 60077  (847) 967-1800  www.orchardvillage.org

Board of Directors
Chair
Stephen Green
Vice Chair
Mike Leong

Celebrating 50 Years of Service: Orchard Village Blossom Gala on May 7

Treasurer
David Ellis
Secretary
Catherine Brandell
Directors
Violet Clark
Arnold Freeman
Mark Laube
Carl La Mell
Doug Miller
Corey Noland
Catherine Palin
Donna Pleason
Robin Robinson
Steven Witz
Emeritus Directors
Frank Smeekes
President & CEO
Susan Kaufman
Affiliations
Illinois Association of
Rehabilitation Facilities
Institute on Public Policy for
People with Disabilities
Intersect for Ability
Skokie Chamber of Commerce
Niles Chamber of Commerce
The Arc of Illinois

SKOKIE, IL – Orchard Village presents the 35th Annual Blossom Gala in
honor of its 50th anniversary of providing life-changing social services
to people with disabilities. The event, which celebrates the nonproﬁt
organization and the families and communities it serves, takes place at
the Loews Hotel on Saturday, May 7, at 6 p.m.
The Gala spotlights 50 years of success with both a live and silent auction,
live music, dinner and drinks, member success stories, and more. Proceeds
from the auction will go towards supporting Orchard Village organizational
services, enabling more individuals with disabilities to blossom.
Orchard Village was founded in 1972, when Skokie attorney Bernard
Saltzberg, a father of three sons with development disabilities, envisioned
a nurturing community where his children and other young people
might thrive.
Blossom Gala ticket options include a Captain’s Table of 10 for $3,500 or a
single ticket for $350. Virtual viewing tickets are also available at
$50 and $150 levels.
To join the celebration, visit the Orchard Village website
https://orchardvillage.org/events/ and register online.

Accreditations
Illinois Dept. of Human Services:
Division of Developmental
Disabilities
Bureau of Accreditation,
Licensure and Certification
Bureau of Quality Management
Illinois Dept. of Human Services:
Division of Rehabilitation
Services
CARF Accreditation awarded
for Administration and
Vocational services
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###
About Orchard Village
Orchard Village – Orchard Village is a fully licensed nonproﬁt social services
organization in Skokie, Ill., that partners with families and communities
to support individuals with developmental disabilities. For more information,
please call 847-967-1800 or go to https://orchardvillage.org/.
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Inigo’s Corporate Communications
Team treats Inigo as a client of their own.
Throughout the semester, they focused
on: Event planning, recruitment, new
business and finance, and promotions.
Our corporate communications
team worked side by side with the
Firm’s Director, Faculty Advisor, and
Teaching Assistant to redesign how our
internal operations function. This team
redesigned the recruitment process
so that the Fall 2022 team could be
ready and more prepared than ever
before to hit the ground running on
client work. Additionally, our Corporate
Communications team invited a wide
range of guest professionals in their
field to provide insight into the field
of communications, both from a student
perspective as well as a professional
perspective.

The Corporate Communications Team

Recruitment
Since our Spring 2022 staff was
authorized to conduct in-person
meetings, we have put a great amount of
effort into redefining and fine-tuning our
recruitment process. Last semester, our
recruitment team took the opportunity
of a larger staff to split our staff into 4
teams: Corporate Communications,
PR/Media, Creative, and Account. This
allowed our Spring 2022 recruitment
coordinator to continue brainstorming
and restructuring our team. We were
able to broaden our reach of interested

The”Meet the Teams”
Series Post
“Recruitment Season” Series Post

students from solely the school of
communications too the College of
Arts and Sciences, Quinlan School of
Business, School of Psychology, and
School of Education. We felt that it was
beneficial both to our agency and to our
clients to hire a diverse candidate pool
that offered a broad range of experience
that could be applied to communications
work. As the semester kicked off,
our corporate communications team
was able to observe the benefits of
expanding our teams. We saw greater
collaboration when it came to client
deliverable work along with a much
more fine-tuned approval process that
ensured our work was the highest quality
possible. Recruitment was able to visit
a large number of classrooms where
they informed students on the benefits
of joining Inigo Communications and
how our learning laboratory atmosphere
sparks powerful and long-lasting results.
In these visits, members from the Inigo
staff educated students on the structure
of our agency, Inigo’s achievements from
previous semesters, and the beneficial
experience that our agency offers all
students. Recruitment was able to bring
on 13 new members to the Inigo team
for the Fall 2022 semester.

INIGO COMMUNICATIONS

Blog Series Post for our agency members

Promotions
Technology and social engagement tools
continue to grow and evolve at an increasingly
rapid rate. This makes it important in the field of
communications when reaching new audiences
and keeping them engaged with our content.
This semester, we wanted to continue our focus
on increasing our outreach and engagement
on our Instagram page. We did this for the
opportunities of networking and to showcase
the capabilities that the platform gives Inigo
Communications. Our first few posts on our
Instagram page introduced our largest client
roster yet with 6 clients. We used Instagram
to streamline our recruitment process where
we regularly posted announcements and
updates that keep followers informed on how
to be a part of our Fall 2022 team. Inigo also
worked tirelessly throughout the first half of
the semester with the Creative, PR/Media, and
Corporate Communications team to develop
our Five-Year Anniversary video which was
featured on our Instagram page along with
our LinkedIn page and website. This video
showcased the internal workings of our agency
along with the growth we have seen in the past
5 years. This allowed our teams to experiment
more with video content and the advantage that
it brings to promotional material.

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT - SPRING 2022

Winning Advertising and Public
Relations Award Post

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Speakers
As a part of our diversity, equity, and inclusion
efforts this semester, Inigo assured its members
that we are a safe and open agency. Our staff
invited Vice President for Student Development,
Dr. Keith Michael Champagne, and Associate
Marketing Manager for Walgreens, Salina
Jewell. They facilitated a conversation to
understand their experience, perspectives,
and teachings behind promoting a work
environment that is diverse, equitable, and
inclusive. The Roundtable included topics
surrounding what a diverse workplace looks
like and how to promote a safe and open
environment for all individuals. This experience
helps us move forward into the world of DEI
both internally within our agency and externally
with our audiences and clients.

Internal divesity, equity and inclusion educational session
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